
















































 

  

 
 

 

[Guarantor] 

[Guarantor Address]  

[Date] 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

This letter is being written in connection with the philanthropic guarantee 
agreement (the “Agreement”) dated as of [DATE] by and between MCE Social Capital, a 
California non-profit (“MCE”); and [name of Guarantor] (the “Guarantor”).  Capitalized 
terms used herein and not otherwise defined shall have the meanings given to them in the 
Agreement. 

1. Funds Not Obtained from an Illicit Origin. 

(a) Guarantor hereby represents and warrants to MCE that no funds 
provided by the Guarantor to fulfill its obligations under the Agreement shall be obtained, 
directly, or to Guarantor’s knowledge, indirectly, from an Illicit Origin. 

(b) For the purposes of this paragraph: 

“Illicit Origin” means funds obtained through: 

(i) the commission of any predicate offence as designated in the 
FATF 40 Recommendations Glossary (http://www.fatf-
gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/FATF%20Standards%20-
%2040%20Recommendations%20rc.pdf); 

(ii) any promising, offering, giving, accepting or soliciting, directly or 
indirectly, of any undue advantage of any nature, to or by any person, to 
influence the actions of any person or causing any person to refrain from any 
action; or 

(iii) if or when applicable, any Fraudulent Practice against the 
financial interests of the European Communities. 

“Fraudulent Practice” means any unfair practices (action or omission) intended to 
deliberately mislead a third party, intentionally conceal elements from him/her, or 
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abuse or vitiate his/her consent, and which contravene legal or regulatory 
obligations and/or breach the Guarantor’s or a third party’s internal rules for the 
purpose of obtaining an illegitimate benefit. 

2. OFAC. 

(a) Guarantor hereby represents and warrants to MCE that neither 
Guarantor nor any of its directors, members of senior management, ultimate beneficial 
owners, or principal third parties with whom it is engaged in activities is an individual or 
entity (“Person”) that is the subject or target of economic sanctions or trade embargoes 
administered or enforced by the U.S. Government, including the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury, Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”) or the U.S. Department of State, the 
United Nations Security Council, the European Union, or Her Majesty’s Treasury of the 
United Kingdom (collectively, “Sanctions”), including through being included on the List of 
Specially Designated Nationals or Blocked Persons maintained by OFAC or any similar 
Sanctions-related list of designated Persons maintained by the U.S. Government, the 
United Nations Security Council, the European Union, or Her Majesty’s Treasury of the 
United Kingdom. 

(b) Guarantor shall immediately notify MCE upon discovering that the 
representation or warranty made in paragraph (a) above was false when made or has, as 
a result of changes in circumstances, become false as of any time prior to the Withdrawal 
Date. 

3. Miscellaneous. 

(a) Amendments.  This letter agreement may be amended and the 
observance of any provision may be waived (either generally or in a particular instance 
and either retroactively or prospectively) only with the mutual written consent of each of 
the parties hereto. 

(b) Effectiveness.  This letter agreement shall remain in effect, with respect 
to the Guarantor, while the Guarantor remains in the Philanthropic Guarantee Program. 

(c) Entire Agreement.  This letter agreement has the effect of establishing 
rights under, altering or supplementing the terms of or confirming the interpretation of, the 
Agreement and the and in the event of a conflict between the provisions of this letter 
agreement and the Agreement, the provisions of this letter agreement shall control. 

(d) Governing Law.  This Agreement and the rights and obligations of 
Guarantor and MCE hereunder shall be governed by and construed and enforced in 
accordance with the laws of the State of California, without regard to conflicts of laws 
provisions. 

(e) Counterparts.  This letter agreement may be executed in any number of 
counterparts, any one of which need not contain the signatures of more than one party, 
but all of such counterparts together shall constitute one agreement. 
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If the above correctly reflects our understanding and agreement with respect to the foregoing 
matters, please so confirm by signing and returning the enclosed copy of this letter agreement. 

 
MCE SOCIAL CAPITAL: 

 
__________________________________ 
(Signature) 
By: _______________________________ 
Print name: ________________________ 
Title:  _____________________________ 

 
 
 

 
 
__________________________________ 
(Signature, if necessary) 
By: _______________________________ 
Print name: ________________________ 
Title:  _____________________________ 

 
 
GUARANTOR: 
(for entities) 

 
 
__________________________________ 
(Signature) 
By: _______________________________ 
Print name: ________________________ 
Title:  _____________________________ 

 
 
GUARANTOR: 
(for natural persons): 

 
 
__________________________________ 
(Signature) 
Print name: ________________________ 
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